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a b s t r a c t

The information contained in a sensory signal plays a critical role in determining what neural processes
are engaged. Here we used interleaved silent steady-state (ISSS) functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI) to explore how human listeners cope with different degrees of acoustic richness during auditory
sentence comprehension. Twenty-six healthy young adults underwent scanning while hearing sentences
that varied in acoustic richness (high vs. low spectral detail) and syntactic complexity (subject-relative
vs. object-relative center-embedded clause structures). We manipulated acoustic richness by presenting
the stimuli as unprocessed full-spectrum speech, or noise-vocoded with 24 channels. Importantly,
although the vocoded sentences were spectrally impoverished, all sentences were highly intelligible.
These manipulations allowed us to test how intelligible speech processing was affected by orthogonal
linguistic and acoustic demands. Acoustically rich speech showed stronger activation than acoustically
less-detailed speech in a bilateral temporoparietal network with more pronounced activity in the right
hemisphere. By contrast, listening to sentences with greater syntactic complexity resulted in increased
activation of a left-lateralized network including left posterior lateral temporal cortex, left inferior frontal
gyrus, and left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. Significant interactions between acoustic richness and
syntactic complexity occurred in left supramarginal gyrus, right superior temporal gyrus, and right
inferior frontal gyrus, indicating that the regions recruited for syntactic challenge differed as a function of
acoustic properties of the speech. Our findings suggest that the neural systems involved in speech
perception are finely tuned to the type of information available, and that reducing the richness of the
acoustic signal dramatically alters the brain's response to spoken language, even when intelligibility is
high.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

During everyday communication, the acoustic richness of
speech sounds is commonly affected by many factors including
background noise, competing talkers, or hearing impairment.
Ordinarily, one might expect that when a speech input is lacking in
sensory detail, greater processing resources would be needed for
successful recognition of that signal (R€onnberg et al., 2013). Less

certain, however, is the effect on neural activity when two intelli-
gible speech signals are presented, but with one signal lacking in
spectral detaildconceptually similar towhat might be heardwith a
hearing aid or cochlear implant.

The acoustic quality of the speech signal has been of long-
standing interest because acoustic details help convey para-
linguistic information such as talker sex, age, or emotion (Gobl and
Chasaide, 2003), as well as prosodic cues that can aid in spoken
communication. We use the term acoustic richness instead of vocal
quality to emphasize that changes to acoustic detail of the speech
signal can arise from many sources. Although many behavioral
studies have assessed speech perception by systematically manip-
ulating voice quality (Chen and Loizou, 2011, 2010; Churchill et al.,
2014; Loizou, 2006; Maryn et al., 2009), relatively little
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neuroimaging research has investigated the neural consequence of
acoustic richness in intelligible speech. Here we examine how
acoustic clarity affects the neural processing of intelligible speech.
We focus on sentence comprehension, where the acoustic richness
of the speech might interact with computational demands at the
linguistic level.

Neuroanatomically, speech comprehension is supported in large
part by a core network centered in bilateral temporal cortex
(Hickok and Poeppel, 2007; Rauschecker and Scott, 2009),
frequently complemented by left inferior frontal gyrus during
sentence processing (Adank, 2012; Peelle, 2012). These regions are
more active when listening to intelligible sentences than when
hearing a variety of less intelligible control conditions (Davis and
Johnsrude, 2003; Evans et al., 2014; Obleser et al., 2007; Rodd
et al., 2012; Scott et al., 2000). There is increasing evidence that
as speech is degraded to the point that its intelligibility is
compromised, listeners rely on regions outside of this core speech
network, particularly in frontal cortex. Regions of increased activity
during degraded speech processing include the cingulo-opercular
network (Eckert et al., 2009; Erb et al., 2013; Vaden et al., 2013;
Wild et al., 2012) and premotor cortex (Davis and Johnsrude,
2003; Hervais-Adelman et al., 2012). The fact that these regions
are more active for degraded speech than for acoustically rich
speech suggests that listeners are recruiting additional cognitive
resources to compensate for the loss of acoustic detail.

In these and related studies, however, acoustic richness and
intelligibility are frequently correlated, such that the degraded
speech has also been less intelligible. The relationship between
intelligibility and acoustic richness makes it impossible to disen-
tangle changes in neural processing due to reduced intelligibility
from changes due to reduced acoustic richness. To address this
issue, in the current study we used 24 channel noise vocoded
speech that reduced the spectral detail of speech while allowing for
good intelligibility. We refer to these stimuli as acoustically less-
detailed speech because of the reduction of spectral resolution,
compared to the acoustically rich original signal. Furthermore, to
determine how resource demands for cognitive and auditory pro-
cesses interact, we independently manipulated linguistic challenge
by varying syntactic complexity. Because we have clear expecta-
tions for brain networks responding to syntactic challenge,
including a syntactic manipulation also allowed us to validate the
efficacy of our fMRI paradigm and data analysis approach.

One possibility is that, even when speech is intelligible,
decreasing the acoustic richness of the speech signal would lead
listeners to recruit a set of compensatory frontal networks. In this
case, we would expect increased frontal activity for acoustically
less-detailed speech, which may be shared or different from that
required to process syntactically complex material. An alternative
possibility is that removing acoustic detail from otherwise intelli-
gible speech would reduce the quality of the paralinguistic infor-
mation (e.g., sex and age of the speaker) available to listeners, and
thus limit the neural processing for non-linguistic information. In
this case, wewould expect to observe reduced neural processing for
acoustically less-detailed speech.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Subjects

Twenty-six adults (age: 20e34 years, mean ¼ 24.9 years; 12
females) were recruited from the University of Pennsylvania com-
munity. All reported themselves being right-handed native
speakers of American English and in good health, with no history of
neurological disorders or hearing difficulty. Based on pure tone
audiometry, all participants' hearing acuity fell within a clinically

normal range, with pure tone averages (1, 2, and 4 kHz) of 25 dB HL
or less. Fig.1A shows individual audiometric profiles up to 8 kHz. All
participants provided written consent as approved by the Human
Subjects Institutional Review Board of the University of Pennsyl-
vania and were paid for their participation.

2.2. Stimuli

Our experimental stimuli consisted of 96 6-word English sen-
tences, half of which contained a subject-relative center-embedded
clause and half an object-relative center-embedded clause (Peelle
et al., 2010b, 2004). The syntactic manipulation was accom-
plished by rearranging word order, and thus lexical characteristics
were identical across subject-relative and object-relative sentences
(e.g., subject-relative: “Kings that help queens are nice”; object-
relative: “Kings that queens help are nice”). Each sentence con-
tained a male and female character, but only one character

Fig. 1. A. Pure-tone hearing acuity for participants' left and right ears. Individual lis-
teners' profiles are shown in gray lines, with the group mean in black. B. Spectrograms
of a representative sentence in the three acoustic conditions tested: unprocessed
speech (acoustically rich), vocoded with 24 channels (acoustically less-detailed but
fully intelligible), or vocoded with 1 channel (unintelligible). C. Schematic comparison
between a traditional sparse fMRI protocol and the ISSS protocol used in the current
study.
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performed an action in a particular sentence, allowing us to ask
participants to name the gender of the character performing the
action as a measure of comprehension. We used 24 base sentences,
each of which appeared in 4 configurations (subject-relative with
male or female actor, and object-relative with male or female
actor).

Half of the sentences were presented unprocessed as originally
recorded (acoustically rich speech), and half were noise-vocoded
using 24 channels; the specific sentences presented as acousti-
cally rich or vocoded speech were counterbalanced across partici-
pants. Noise vocoding allows the reduction of spectral detail while
leaving temporal cues relatively intact (Shannon et al., 1995).
Importantly for the current study, vocoding with 24 channels
produces speech that is still fully intelligible. That is, word report is
typically near-perfect (Faulkner et al., 2001), but lacking in spectral
richness compared to normal speech. Our vocoding algorithm
extracted the amplitude envelope by lowpass filtering half-wave
rectified signal from each channel at 30 Hz. Sound files were low-
pass filtered at 8 kHz and matched for root mean square (RMS)
amplitude. The code for signal processing (jp_vocode.m) is available
from https://github.com/jpeelle/jp_matlab.

Together, our stimulus manipulations resulted in a 2 " 2
factorial design, varying syntactic complexity (subject-relative,
object-relative) and acoustic detail (acoustically rich, acoustically
less-detailed). A subset of 24 experimental sentences was vocoded
with a single channel to create an unintelligible control condition
(Fig. 1B).

2.3. MRI scanning

MRI data were collected using a 3 T Trio scanner (Siemens
Medical System, Erlangen, Germany) equipped with an 8-channel
head coil. Volume acquisition was angled approximately 30#

away from the AC-PC line. Scanning began with acquisition of a T1-
weighted structural volume using a magnetization prepared rapid
acquisition gradient echo protocol [axial orientation, repetition
time (TR)¼ 1620ms, echo time (TE)¼ 3ms, flip angle¼ 15#, field of
view (FOV) ¼ 250 " 188 mm, matrix ¼ 256 " 192 mm, 160 slices,
voxel resolution ¼ 0.98 " 0.98 " 1 mm]. Subsequently, 4 runs of
blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) functional MRI scan-
ning were performed (TR ¼ 2000 ms, TE ¼ 30 ms, flip angle ¼ 78#,
FOV ¼ 192 " 192 mm, matrix ¼ 64 " 64 mm, 32 slices, voxel
resolution ¼ 3 " 3 " 3 mmwith 0.75 mm gap) using an interleaved
silent steady state (ISSS) protocol (Schwarzbauer et al., 2006), in
which 5 consecutive volumes were acquired in between 4 s of
silence (Fig. 1C). ISSS scanning is similar to standard sparse imaging
(Hall et al., 1999) in that it allows presentation of auditory stimuli in
relative quiet; however, with ISSS we are able to collect a greater
number of images following each stimulus, maintaining steady-
state longitudinal magnetization by continuing excitation pulses
during the silent period. ISSS thus provides increased temporal
resolutionwhile avoiding the main problems of concurrent scanner
noise during auditory presentation (Peelle, 2014). Here, each ISSS
“trial” lasted 14 s: 4 s of relative quiet followed by 10 s (5 volumes)
of data collection. Finally, a B0 mapping sequence was acquired at
the end of the scanning (TR ¼ 1050 ms, TE ¼ 4 ms, flip angle ¼ 60#,
FOV ¼ 240 " 240 mm, matrix ¼ 64 " 64 mm, 44 slices, slice
thickness ¼ 4 mm, voxel resolution ¼ 3.8 " 3.8 " 4 mm).

2.4. Experimental procedure

There were 4 fMRI runs per session. On each trial, participants
were binaurally presented with either a spoken sentence (unpro-
cessed or 24 channel vocoded) or unintelligible noise (1 channel
vocoded speech) at a comfortable listening level, 1 s after the silent

period of the ISSS began. Stimuli were presented using MRI-
compatible high-fidelity insert earphones (Sensimetrics Model
S14). For each sentence, participants were instructed to indicate the
gender of the character performing the action via button press as
quickly and accurately as possible. For the unintelligible noise
stimuli, participants were told to press either of the buttons. Par-
ticipants held the button box with both hands, using left and right
hands for responses (an equal number of male and female re-
sponses were included in all runs). E-Prime 2.0 (Psychology Soft-
ware Tools, Inc., Pittsburgh, PA) was used to present stimuli and
record accuracy and reaction times. In each run, therewere 24 trials
with spoken sentences (6 sentences" 2 syntactic constructions" 2
acoustic manipulations), 6 trials with 1 channel vocoded speech,
and 6 trials of silence, for a total of 36 trials (8.4 min per run). The
order of conditions within each runwas randomized. Each of the 96
sentences was presented only once.

Prior to entering the scanner, participants received instructions
and performed a practice session to ensure they understood the
task. Once inside the scanner, but prior to scanning, participants
confirmed intelligibility of 4 spoken sentences (two unprocessed
and two 24 channel vocoded sentences) at the intensity to be used
in the main experiment by correctly repeating each sentence as it
was presented. These sentences were not included in the main
stimulus set. All participants were able to repeat back the vocoded
sentences accurately.

2.5. fMRI data analysis

Functional images for each participant were unwarped using the
prelude and flirt routines from FSL version 5.0.5 (FMRIB Software
Library, University of Oxford). The remaining preprocessing steps
were performed using SPM12 (version 6225; Wellcome Trust
Centre for Neuroimaging): images were realigned to the first image
in the series, coregistered to each participant's structural image,
normalized (with preserved voxel size) to MNI space using a
transformation matrix generated during tissue class segmentation
(Ashburner and Friston, 2005), and spatially smoothedwith a 9mm
full-width half maximum (FWHM) Gaussian kernel. After pre-
processing, the data were modeled using a finite impulse response
(FIR) approach in which the response at each of the 5 time points
following an event was separately estimated. We only analyzed
trials that yielded correct behavioral responses. Additional re-
gressors included 6motion parameters and 4 run effects. High-pass
filtering with a 128 s cutoff was used to remove low-frequency
noise. The typical first-order autoregressive modeling for tempo-
ral autocorrelation was turned off due to the discontinuous time
series.

To assess main effects and their interaction, we performed a
series of F tests using the parameter estimates for the 5 time points
in a one-way repeated measures ANOVA. The FIR analysis makes
use of all time points collected, but does not indicate which con-
dition showed a greater response. To interpret the direction of the
effects identified by the F test, we used the integral of the positive
portion of the response, or the summed positive response. That is,
for each condition, we summed all non-negative parameter esti-
mates, and used this single number as a measure of activation. The
advantage of using the summed positive response is that it provides
an indication of the overall direction of the effect without relying
on assumptions about the shape or latency of the hemodynamic
response. We also extracted the timecourse of activity for maxima
to ensure the response shapes were physiologically plausible and
consistent with the whole-brain comparisons. We then compared
the timecourse of 4 sentence types using the time-to-peakmeasure
using the Friedman nonparametric repeated measures ANOVA.

All whole-brain results were thresholded using a cluster-
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forming threshold of voxelwise p < 0.001 (uncorrected) and a
cluster-level threshold of p < 0.05 (corrected) across the whole
brain based on cluster extent and Gaussian random field theory
(Friston et al., 1994;Worsley et al., 1992). The peak_nii toolbox1 was
used as a complementary method of referring to the anatomical
labeling of sub-peaks. Results were projected onto the Conte69
surface-based atlas using ConnectomeWorkbench (Van Essen et al.,
2012), or slices using MRIcron2 (Rorden and Brett, 2000). Unthre-
sholded statistical maps are available at http://neurovault.org/
collections/571/ (Gorgolewski et al., 2015).

To assess the laterality of our main results we calculated the
lateralization index (LI) for each main effect using the LI toolbox3

(Wilke and Lidzba, 2007). We first computed LI indices in the
whole brain followed by LI indices separately for the temporal,
parietal, and frontal lobes. The LI toolbox uses an iterative boot-
strapping procedure to avoid thresholding effects. We did not use a
lateralization cutoff (i.e., we included the entire hemisphere instead
of selecting > 11 mm from the midline), clustering, or variance
weighting. Positive LI values reflect left lateralization.

3. Results

3.1. Acoustic analysis

We computed several acoustic measures on all sentence stimuli
using Praat4 (v 5.4.08) including root mean square amplitude
(RMS), harmonic-to-noise ratio (HNR), and long-term average
spectrum (LTAS). These data are shown in Table 1.

Because we matched our stimuli on RMS, RMS was numerically
equivalent across condition by design, and thus we only statistically
tested differences in LTAS and HNR. We summarized the LTAS by
summing across frequency bands to provide a single number per
sentence.

We performed factorial ANOVA analyses on the acoustic mea-
sures across our 4 experimental conditions (2: syntactic
complexity" 2: acoustic richness). For HNR, there was a significant
main effect of clarity, F(1,188) ¼ 3729, p < 0.05, but not of syntax
F(1,188) ¼ 1.53, p ¼ 0.22; the interaction was also not significant,
F(1,188) ¼ 2.24, p ¼ 0.14. For LTAS, there was also a main effect of
clarity, F(1,188) ¼ 7661, p < 0.05, and a marginal effect of syntax
F(1,188) ¼ 3.86, p¼ 0.051. The interaction between clarity and syntax
was not significant, F(1,188) ¼ 0.58, p ¼ 0.45. These results indicate
that noise vocoding selectively affected some acoustic character-
istics of the sentences that our syntactic manipulation did not.

3.2. Behavioral results

Behavioral results fromwithin the scanner are shown in Table 2.
All subjects performed well on the task (mean accuracy ¼ 94.5%,

SD ¼ 4.5%). To test the main effects of syntactic complexity and
acoustic richness, and the interaction between the two, we per-
formed 2 " 2 factorial ANOVAs on logit-transformed accuracy and
raw reaction time data for correct responses in R software (v 3.0.2).
For accuracy, there was no significant effect of syntactic complexity,
F(1,100) ¼ 0.80, p ¼ 0.36. The main effect of acoustic richness was
marginally significant, F(1,100) ¼ 3.79, p ¼ 0.054, but there was no
interaction effect, F(1,100) ¼ 0.43, p ¼ 0.52. For reaction time, we
computed the duration between the critical time point when the
sentence diverges to either subject-relative (e.g., the onset of “help”
in “Kings that help queens are nice”) or object-relative (e.g., the
onset of “queens” in “Kings that queens help are nice”) construction
and the onset of the button press. There were no significant effects
of syntactic complexity F(1,100) ¼ 2.17, p ¼ 0.14, acoustic richness,
F(1,100) ¼ 1.07, p ¼ 0.3, or their interaction F(1,100) ¼ 0.03, p ¼ 0.87.

3.3. fMRI results

We first used an FIR model to identify regions exhibiting dif-
ferential responses for noise and intelligible speech, shown in Fig. 2.
This comparison revealed significant clusters throughout thewhole
brain including bilateral superior temporal lobes as well as left
frontal lobe, encompassing inferior and dorsolateral aspects of
inferior frontal gyrus (IFG).

We then extracted summed positive response metrics from
significant voxels to better understand directionality for sentence
vs. noise F-contrast map using parameter estimates across 5 time
points for each condition. Fig. 2A reveals that frontal and temporal
cortices weremore responsive to sentences than to noises, whereas
parietal, cingulate, and prefrontal cortices were more responsive to
noises than to sentences. Fig. 2B shows summed positive response
plots in some peak voxels within left IFG, left superior temporal
gyrus (STG) and superior temporal sulcus (STS), and right STG and
STS. As can be seen, the activation profile resembles a canonical
hemodynamic response function with the peak response at
approximately 4 s.

Additionally, we performed an LI analysis on the FIR data, which
produced a weighted mean index of 0.80 in the whole brain, indi-
cating a left-lateralized response. To see whether this lateralization
was driven by a particular region of the brain, we repeated the LI
analysis separately for various lobes, and found consistent results in
frontal cortex (0.89) and temporal cortex (0.78), but opposite
lateralization in parietal cortex ($0.75). The summed positive
response analysis suggests that intelligible sentences yielded more
extended clusters in left frontotemporal cortex, while unintelligible
noise yielded more extended clusters in right parietal cortex.

Lastly, we examined the timing of the response in each of these
regions. To this end, for each participant we calculated the time bin
at which the maximum positive response was observed, and used a
Friedman nonparametric repeated measures ANOVA to compare
timing across condition. We found a significant difference in
timecourses among the 4 conditions in left STG only (c2(3) ¼ 10.7,
p ¼ 0.01), but post-hoc Wilcoxon Signed Rank Tests did not reach
significance in any of the pairwise comparisons (the sum of rank
assigned to the difference was either 0 or 4, which yielded a non-
significant p value).

Table 1
Mean (±SD) acoustic measures of sentence stimuli.

Acoustically rich Acoustically less-detailed

Subject relative Object relative Subject relative Object relative

Root mean square amplitude 0.07 (0.0) 0.07 (0.0) 0.07 (0.0) 0.07 (0.0)
Long-term average spectrum 1.6 (2.3) 2.3 (1.5) $20.3 (1.5) $20.0 (1.5)
Harmonic to noise ratio 10.8 (1.2) 10.4 (0.7) 1.3 (0.7) 1.4 (0.7)

1 https://www.nitrc.org/projects/peak_nii.
2 http://www.mccauslandcenter.sc.edu/mricro/mricron/install.html.
3 https://www.medizin.uni-tuebingen.de/kinder/en/research/neuroimaging/

software/.
4 http://praat.org.
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We next examined the main effects of syntactic complexity and
acoustic richness by collapsing sentences on the basis of either
syntactic or acoustic differences, shown in Fig. 3 and listed in
Tables 3 and 4 (the full list of all sub-peaks can be found in
Supplementary Tables 1 and 2). The main effect of syntactic
complexity was most evident along left STG, MTG, and frontal
cortex (including IFG), although there were also effects in right
inferior frontal and superior temporal cortex. Subsequently, we
computed the summed positive response associated with each
condition to assess the directionality. As expected, most regions
showed greater activation in response to object-relative than
subject-relative sentences (Fig. 3A). These results are comparable to
previous studies using the same sentences (Peelle et al., 2010b,
2004), helping to validate our approach to analyzing the ISSS
fMRI data.

Testing the main effect of acoustic richness revealed large
bilateral effects, including STS/STG and parietal cortex, as well as
smaller activations in left parietal cortex and superior temporal
cortex (Fig. 3B). The summed positive response comparison
revealed that most of the regions showing an effect of acoustic
richness yielded greater activation in response to acoustically rich
speech compared to speech that was reduced in spectral detail by
vocoding. Only a few regions in right frontal cortex showed
increased activation for acoustically less-detailed speech and no
significant clusters were seen in left IFG, unlike what we observed
for syntactic complexity (Fig. 3A).

Visual inspection of Fig. 3 suggests that the response to syntactic
complexity is left lateralized, whereas the response to acoustic

richness is more bilateral, or even right-lateralized. We again used
the LI toolbox to quantify lateralization for these comparisons. The
LI measure for the syntactic complexity comparison produced a
weighted mean LI of 0.65 in the whole brain, indicating a left-
lateralized response to spoken sentences. To see whether this
lateralization was driven by a particular region of the brain, we
repeated the LI analysis separately for various lobes, and found
similar results (frontal cortex: 0.82; parietal cortex: 0.81; temporal
cortex: 0.88). The same comparison for acoustic richness resulted in
an LI of $0.74 in the whole brain (frontal cortex: -0.67; parietal
cortex: -0.62; temporal cortex: -0.78), indicating right-lateralized
activity.

Finally, we tested the interaction between syntactic complexity
and acoustic richness, shown in Fig. 4A. This comparison yielded
significant clusters in right posterior STG, left supramarginal gyrus
(SMG), and right IFG. Among these regions, right posterior STG
showed the most robust interaction effect (Table 5 and
Supplementary Table 3). To understand the basis of the interaction,
we extracted the data for the four sentence conditions from the
summed positive response images. As shown in Fig. 4B, the inter-
action occurred due to the fact that the established syntactic effect
was attenuated in acoustically less-detailed speech. While this
general pattern was consistent throughout the regions that we
specified, we also observed two qualitatively distinct patterns of
interaction: In posterior temporal regions, we found greater acti-
vation for object-relative sentences in the acoustically rich condi-
tion compared to the acoustically less-detailed condition, although
there was no difference between acoustically rich and acoustically

Table 2
Mean (±SD) behavioral performance during the fMRI experiment.

Acoustically rich Acoustically less-detailed

Subject relative Object relative Subject relative Object relative

Accuracy (% correct) 96.6 (4.6) 94.8 (5.5) 93.7 (5.9) 92.9 (7.6)
Reaction time (ms) 2256 (586) 2422 (679) 2367 (585) 2574 (727)
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Fig. 2. A. Brain regions discriminating between intelligible sentence materials and unintelligible noise (1 channel vocoded speech). Significant voxels were identified using a whole-
brain FIR model, subsequently color-coded according to the sign of the direct comparison of summed positive responses between conditions. B. fMRI intensities extracted from peak
voxels located in left IFG, left STG, and right STG (circled in the rendering view). The x-axis depicts time relative to sentence onset. Error bars represent one standard error of the
mean with between-subjects variance removed, suitable for within-subjects comparisons (Loftus and Masson, 1994).
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Fig. 3. A. Main effect of syntactic complexity comparing subject-relative sentences to object-relative sentences. B. Main effect of acoustic richness comparing acoustically rich
speech (unprocessed) to intelligible but acoustically less-detailed speech (24 channel noise vocoded). As in Fig. 2, significant voxels were identified using a whole-brain FIR model,
subsequently color-coded according to the sign of the direct comparison of summed positive response metrics between groups.

Table 3
Maxima for main effects of syntactic complexity.

MNI coordinates Volume of Cluster (ml)

Region name Z-val x y z

L posterior aspect of STS >7.72 $60 $55 14 159840
L thalamus >7.72 $12 $13 8
L orbitofrontal cortex >7.72 $48 17 20
R insula 6.50 33 29 2

R cerebellum >7.72 18 $73 $28 78867
L cerebellum 7.72 $39 $70 $34
L cerebellum 7.63 $9 $79 $28

L SMA >7.72 $3 17 53 25488
L superior frontal gyrus 5.95 $6 38 44
L ACC 5.33 $9 20 32

R precentral gyrus 5.81 39 $1 50 5400
R IFG (pars triangularis) 4.73 48 23 23
R precentral gyrus 4.54 45 5 38

L postcentral gyrus 5.01 $60 $7 14 1431
L rolandic operculum 3.89 $48 $13 20

R superior frontal gyrus 4.94 24 65 14 2160
R superior frontal gyrus 4.54 42 56 2
R superior frontal gyrus 3.99 36 59 14
R postcentral gyrus 4.93 63 $7 17 2592

R supramarginal gyrus 4.90 66 $19 26
R postcentral gyrus 3.85 63 $4 29

L ¼ left; R ¼ right; STG ¼ superior temporal gyrus; MTG ¼ middle temporal gyrus.
ACC ¼ anterior cingulate cortex; SMA ¼ supplementary motor area; IFG ¼ inferior frontal gyrus.

Table 4
Maxima for main effects of acoustic richness.

MNI coordinates Volume of Cluster (ml)

Region name Z-val x y z

R middle part of MTG >7.58 63 $25 $7 251505
R orbitofrontal cortex 7.53 51 29 $7
R angular gyrus 7.13 54 $49 29

L hippocampus 5.08 $12 $34 2 2214
L fusiform cortex 3.87 $27 $46 $16 1647
L parahippocampus 3.86 $30 $43 $7
L fusiform cortex 3.83 $30 $43 $13
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less-detailed conditions for the subject-relative sentences. In right
inferior frontal gyrus, we observed greater activation in the
acoustically less-detailed condition than the rich condition for the
subject-relative sentences, although the object-relative sentences
had similar levels of activation for the acoustically rich and less-
detailed conditions.

4. Discussion

Human vocal communication relies not only on the linguistic
content of speech (the words spoken and their grammatical
arrangement), but also on paralinguistic aspects including speaker
sex, identity, and emotion (McGettigan, 2015). When speech is
degraded, the loss of acoustic clarity can differently affect these two
complementary aspects of communication. Our goal in the current
study was to examine whether reduced acoustic richness with
preserved intelligibility affected neural processing of speech
information.

Our behavioral results confirmed that the acoustic manipulation
we used had little impact on the successful comprehension of both

syntactically simplerandsyntacticallymore complex sentences,with
accuracy above 92% correct in all conditions. However, the neural
substrate for speech comprehensionwas differentially responsive to
changes in acoustic richness and syntactic complexity. Together, our
findings demonstrate that theneural systems engagedduring speech
comprehension are sensitive to the amount of acoustic detail even
when speech is fully intelligible, and that areas showing this sensi-
tivity differ from those that support the processing of computation-
ally demanding linguistic structures. These patterns of activation
suggest that two distinct but interacting mechanisms contribute to
successful auditory sentence comprehension.

4.1. A core frontotemporal network for speech comprehension

Regions showing an increased response to spoken sentences
relative to noise were largely comparable to previous studies of
spoken language comprehension. Compared to unintelligible con-
trol stimuli, listening to intelligible sentences resulted in increased
activity in a large-scale frontotemporal network. These regions
included bilateral temporal cortex and left IFG, which are

Fig. 4. A. Cortical regions exhibiting a significant interaction between syntax and acoustic manipulations. B. Parameter estimates from the summed positive response analyses
extracted from peak voxels located in left SMG, right STG, and right IFG (circled in the rendering above) for object-relative and subject-relative sentences. Error bars represent one
standard error of the mean with between-subjects variance removed.

Table 5
Maxima for interaction between syntax and acoustic richness.

MNI coordinates Volume of Cluster (ml)

Region name Z-val x y z

R posterior STG 6.13 60 $34 17 7236
R supramarginal gyrus 4.64 63 $40 29
R posterior MTG 4.37 60 $43 2

R anterior MTG 5.92 $60 $4 $7 1836
R anterior STG 4.30 $63 $19 5
R anterior MTG 4.15 $63 $10 $13

L superior frontal gyrus 5.45 $9 41 41 2727
R IFG (pars opercularis) 5.22 48 14 29 4806
R IFG (pars triangularis) 5.08 51 26 20 4806
L supramarginal gyrus 5.19 $45 $46 26 2079
L supramarginal gyrus 3.57 $63 $40 26

R anterior STG/STS 4.27 60 2 $1 1836
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consistently activated in response to spoken sentences (Adank,
2012), and reflect the combination of acoustic and linguistic pro-
cessing required to extract meaning from connected speech. In the
current study, this network was active for both sentence types
compared to 1 channel vocoded speech, and also for more complex
object-relative sentences compared to subject-relative sentences.
These findings were expected given the large literature on the role
of left IFG in processing syntactically complex sentences (Friederici,
2011; Peelle et al., 2010a). The fact that regions of the speech
network respond preferentially as a function of syntactic
complexity suggests activity is due in part to language processing
(as opposed to general acoustic processing or task effects). As with
several previous studies, sentence-related processing was stronger
on the left, including larger portions of posterior STG and MTG, this
lateralization likely reflecting processes related to the linguistic
complexity of sentence stimuli (McGettigan and Scott, 2012; Peelle,
2012).

We also observed increased activity in left inferior temporal
cortex for intelligible speech compared to 1 channel vocoded
speech. Although inferior temporal cortex is not typically empha-
sized in descriptions of speech networks, activity here is sometimes
observed during sentence comprehension (Davis et al., 2011; Rodd
et al., 2010), which may be related to the observation of increased
activation in inferior temporal cortex during resolution of the
meaning of semantically ambiguous words (Rodd et al., 2012,
2005).

The increased activity we observed for syntactically complex
speech fits well with prior reports using these same materials
(Hassanpour et al., 2015; Peelle et al., 2010b) and other studies
manipulating grammatical challenge (Cooke et al., 2002; Rodd
et al., 2010; Tyler et al., 2010). Although we did not find signifi-
cant behavioral effects of syntactic complexity, this is not particu-
larly surprising in the scanner environment. In the context of past
behavioral and imaging results (Cooke et al., 2002; Gibson et al.,
2013; Just et al., 1996; Peelle et al., 2010b) and our current imag-
ing results, we see consistent evidence in support of the increased
challenge of object-relative sentences.

It is important to note that in our study listeners needed tomake
an explicit decision following every sentence. This task resulted in
additional cognitive demands related to decision-making and
response selection that may be less evident in passive listening.
Some of the activity we see in prefrontal cortex when comparing
sentences to the noise conditionmay have been due in part to these
metalinguistic task demands. However, the contrast comparing
object-relative and subject-relative sentences involved similar
decision-making for both types of sentences, yet we observed
increased prefrontal activation for the object-relative sentences
compared to the subject-relative sentences, suggesting that pre-
frontal activation is related at least in part to the linguistic demands
of the sentences.

Thus, when listeners heard intelligible speech they activated a
core speech network. Greater activation for object-relative
compared to subject-relative sentences is consistent with a lin-
guistic contribution of this frontotemporal network to auditory
sentence comprehension. These findings are consistent with pre-
vious reports, and provide a context within which to consider the
effects of acoustic richness.

4.2. Speech processing modulated by acoustic richness

The current study advances extant work by addressing the
important question of whether acoustic richness modulates the
activity of regions recruited during intelligible speech processing.
Our acoustically less-detailed condition was designed to degrade
the acoustic richness of the speech signal without compromising

intelligibility, allowing us to disentangle effects of intelligibility and
acoustic detail that are frequently confounded. Noise vocoding
necessarily changes a number of acoustic properties of the speech
(e.g., spectral intensity, harmonic-to-noise ratio, center of gravity).
Our goal was not to isolate which specific acoustic features affect
neural processing, but to investigate the degree to which acoustic
details matter when speech is highly intelligible.

We found more activity for acoustically rich speech relative to
spectrally-impoverished speech in bilateral parietal, temporal, and
frontal cortices, with these differences stronger in the right hemi-
sphere. These findings suggest that the spectral content of the
acoustically rich speech allowed listeners to process information
not present in the vocoded speech. A natural question, then, is what
might this increased right-lateralized activity reflect?

The functional role of the right hemisphere during speech
processing is still amatter of debate (McGettigan and Scott, 2012). A
longstanding view is that right temporal cortex preferentially
processes spectral information (Obleser et al., 2008; Zatorre and
Belin, 2001). In the context of speech comprehension, para-
linguistic information (e.g., speaker identity, prosody, or emotion)
is typically conveyed by modulating the spectral details (Kyong
et al., 2014). The fact that we observed less activation in response
to the vocoded-but-intelligible speech compared to acoustically
rich speech suggests that computations on paralinguistic infor-
mation were limited. This finding has important implications for
listeners with hearing impairment or who are using assistive
listening devices such as hearing aids or cochlear implants: Even in
cases where intelligibility is high, acoustic richness may modulate
other aspects of speech comprehension that go beyond linguistic
content.

It is important to note that we also observed some regions that
showed more activity for acoustically less-detailed speech than
acoustically rich speech. Although all sentences were intelligible,
listeners may have required increased effort in order to decode the
content of the vocoded speech, consistent with evidence from dual-
task and pupillometry studies suggesting that processing vocoded
speech requires cognitive processes even when intelligible (Pals
et al., 2013; Winn et al., 2015). Such effort may have been associ-
ated with executive resource allocation evidenced by increased
frontal activation, as other regions of frontal cortex have been
associated with effortful listening in previous studies, albeit with
speech that was not fully intelligible (Davis and Johnsrude, 2003;
Hervais-Adelman et al., 2012).

4.3. The interaction of acoustic and linguistic processing

We found significant interaction effects in circumscribed re-
gions of temporal, parietal, and frontal cortices bilaterally. As can be
seen in Fig. 4B, the well-established effect of syntactic complexity
was attenuated by loss of acoustic richness, despite preserved
intelligibility. This result may be supported by previous behavioral
evidence, in which older adults with hearing loss (i.e., acoustic
degradation) showed poorer performance on processing syntacti-
cally different aural sentences (Wingfield et al., 2006). That is,
neural resources may have been allocated to abstracting speech
information in acoustically degraded signals (i.e., sensory pro-
cessing), which in turn may have exacerbated syntactic processing
(cognitive processing). Although this interpretation needs to be
corroborated by future experiments, present data suggest that
these regions may play a key role in dynamic allocation of neural
resources to handle simultaneous acoustic and linguistic challenge.

Obleser et al. (2011) also varied spectral detail and linguistic
complexity, presenting sentences at different levels of spectral
detail (vocoded with 8, 16, or 32 channels) and different levels of
word-order scrambling. A key difference is that Obleser and
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colleagues did not include a normal speech condition. Although the
specific stimuli differ from our current study, some parallels can be
drawn. First, similar to our current results, the authors found
bilateral increases in activity for the 32 channel vocoded speech
compared to 8 channel vocoded speech. These were less extensive
than in the current study, which may be due in part to the fact that
32 channel vocoded speech is still acoustically impoverished
compared to the rich, natural speech that we used. Second, their
results suggested that the effects of acoustic richness affected the
distribution of the clusters responding to linguistic complexity. This
latter finding is broadly consistent with our current results, in
which we showed a significant interaction between acoustic rich-
ness and syntactic complexity. Thus, although the specific patterns
of activity depend on the details of the stimuli employed, there is
increasing consensus that even when speech is fully intelligible
listeners' brains respond differently as a function of the acoustic
and linguistic processing that must be done.

4.4. Conclusions

Our results show that the brain dynamically adjusts to speech
characteristics in order to maintain a high level of comprehension.
We found neural responses that differed as functions of syntactic
complexity, acoustic richness, and their interaction, all while
speech remained fully intelligible. These findings highlight the
adaptive nature of neural processing for spoken language, and
emphasize that dimensions other than intelligibility play a critical
role in the neural processes underlying human vocal
communication.
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